PRO SHOP

A FLYWEIGHT
COMBO

Concourse Golf, creators of the world’s
most compact Concourse Golf buggy,
has launched its new Flyweight bag
featuring the unique connection discs.
Perfect for travel by air or car, the
Concourse Flyweight bag plus buggy
combo ensures transport and storage
of golf equipment is easier and lighter
than ever.
Remember, the ultra-compact
Concourse golf buggy also attaches
to any cart bag via straps: the choice
is yours.
RRP: $199 (Concourse Flyweight bag
six-way full-length dividers: black or
grey); $289 (Concourse Buggy black,
silver, or white); $479 (Concourse
Flyweight bag plus buggy combo).
Contact: Concourse Golf via the
website www.concoursegolf.com

SRIXON’S NEWEST STARS

Srixon has recently launched its new Z-Star range of balls – the Z-Star and Z-Star XV. Both balls are
designed to take your game to the next level, with more advanced technology in order to meet the
requirements of even the most demanding golfer.
A major feature of both balls is the introduction of ‘Spin Skin’, a new technology that generates
more spin and better control around the green and has an extremely soft feel.
The Z-Star ball is for players who are looking for a golf ball that offers spin control and soft
feel, while the Z-Star XV ball is for players looking for a ball that offers spin control as well as
driver distance.
The Z-Star and Z-Star XV are available in pure white and Tour yellow.
RRP: $59 per dozen.
Contact: Srixon Sports Australasia on (02) 9584 8111 or visit www.srixon.com

MIZUNO’S LEAN, MEAN DRIVER

Powered by the dark side, Mizuno’s JPX825 driver plays as mean as it looks.
The JPX825’s threatening clubhead tapers back from the face, hugging low to the ground
– giving a clue to the relentlessly straight soaring drives its hot metal face wants to produce.
A five-piece titanium construction is the engine of the JPX825, with specific variations
of titanium used for each part of the clubhead. A forged 6-4 titanium face with two-layer
thickness design is Mizuno’s hottest yet, with a rounded top edge designed to keep the face
‘alive’ across an even larger area.
The crown piece is thinned through a chemical etching process, reducing it to just 0.5mm.
This allows a heavy weight to be fixed deep within the JPX825 clubhead to launch the ball
high with low backspin.
The driver is available in 9.5°, 10.5°, 12° and 13.5° lofts in right-hand models only.
RRP: $329.
Contact: Mizuno Australia on (03) 9239 7100 or visit www.mizuno.com.au

FANCY LOUDMOUTH

Loudmouth Golf’s new Fancy polo shirts are bold, bright and stylish.
Available in an array of popular Loudmouth designs, these Fancy
Shirts can be worn with trousers or your favourite denim.
The shirts are made in a cotton/polyester blend that is moisture
wicking to give you a comfortable and relaxed feel. Founded in 2000,
the Loudmouth line features bright colours in striking patterns in a
wide selection of pants, shorts, shirts, skorts, sport coats, belts
and accessories.
Whether you are playing golf or enjoying a night on the town,
Loudmouth apparel is perfect for all your occasions.
Available in Australia online or in various retail golf stores and
pro shops.
RRP: $85 (Fancy shirts); $59 to $85 (shirts full range).
Contact: For stockists or to buy online visit www.loudmouthgolf.com.au
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A NEW WAY TO CRUISE

Taipan Golf Carts’ Golf model is a state-of-the-art mover for golfers
to cruise the fairways.
Designed to have stability, this self-balancing machine is fun
and easy to ride. Leaning forward will drive the golf carts in a
forward direction. Leaning back is reverse. Turning the T-bar to the
right or left will turn the cart to a zero radius. Within a short period
of time you will master the feel of this serviceable machine.
The Taipan Golf Carts pack a significant speed for golfers to
experience enjoyment while cruising the course. Also, it has a
program that lets the engine run on ‘turtle low speed’ mode, which
can be activated for beginner operators.
It is totally emission-free and noise levels are lower than a
regular golf cart. The battery can be charged in two to
four hours and will last approximately 36 holes of golf.
The mover isn’t confined to the fairways only. It is able
to handle rough terrain with ease – especially when
searching for that lost ball.
RRP: $5,990.
Contact Taipan Golf Carts on 1300 892 420 or visit
www.taipangolfcarts.com

MASTERS LIMITED
EDITION GRIPS

The fastest growing hybrid grip on Tour gets a
fresh, new look.
The Golf Pride New Decade Multi-Compound
Whiteout adds a new white material to the
upper hand area, while maintaining all the
performance characteristics that made the MultiCompound golf’s hottest grip.
High-performance rubber provides comfort
and responsiveness to the lower hand, while
black BCT cord provides moisture management
and improved traction to the upper hand.
RRP: $22 fitted.
Contact: For more information visit
www.golfpride.com or call Golf Imports
on (03) 5277 3977

GOLFBAND OFFERS NEW TUNE

GolfBand products are perfect for any golfer wanting to improve their golf-specific fitness
and game.
The versatility of this very simple training aid allows you to use the bands at home or on
the practice range for strength and conditioning or warm-up and flexibility work. They also aid
swing development and improve arm-to-body connection and lower body stability.
It’s so effective, many accredited coaches and European Tour and LET players include it
as part of their training program on and off Tour. But this form of training is not just for elite
players; all ages and abilities can benefit from this product.
Use Golf Band to create a comprehensive winter training programme – there’s a size just
right for you.
RRP: $18.95.
Contact: Find your closest stockist by visiting www.qualitygolf.com.au
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